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Time is running out for humanity quickly now unless we can find effective
ways to defend ourselves. An effective strategy depends on a correct
understanding of the situation — including the tremendous power shift away
from the people, constitutional governments, and nation states to big banks,
Big Pharma, Big Tech, Big Agra, global corporations, and unelected global
bureaucrats like Bill Gates and Klaus Schwab of the The World Economic

Forum.
Gates said the world cannot go fully back to normal until almost all 7+ billion
people get his poorly-tested, gene-altering injection which does not meet
the five criteria to qualify as a vaccine. It was illegally approved under
Emergency Use Authorizations which do not apply to injections and cannot
be used when there is an effective treatment. There were five proven
treatments and cures for COVID in 2020 — at least one as early as March
last year. More than a dozen nations have stopped using the vaccine
because it is causing serious injuries and deaths — even in young people.
Klaus Schwab, author of the 2020 book COVID-19: The Great Reset and the
2017 book The Fourth Industrial Revolution, is proposing a “Great Reset” and
“new normal” by 2030 in which we will all be happy owning NOTHING and
will rent everything (from whom?)! Presumably, the 1% will own everything —
and will be even happier! Throughout history, people who owned NOTHING
were called “slaves” or “serfs”. Will we be “happy” just to be alive because
many people are not expected to survive the increasingly harsh COVID
policies? Why is this destruction of our rights and economy happening?
This power shift from people/nations to corporations/bureaucrats began in
the 20th century and has accelerated in the 21st century — moving at WARP
SPEED now under the COVID “health” policies. It’s important to take a close
look now at their stated plans for humanity and the likely results.
You’ll Own Nothing and Be Happy — The Great Reset
The Great Reset | Davos Agenda 2021 IN FULL MOTION!!!
“You Will Own Nothing and You Will Be Happy” | The Great Reset offers
further cautions.
“You will OWN NOTHING, and you will be HAPPY” warns about the risks of
this bizarre ideology.

Jefferson and Jackson Fought Big Banks / Wilson Caved
Into Fed

We can understand what is happening now and the real threat of the
COVIDD polices only in the context of America’s historical fight against big
banks — today’s leading globalists. The story of America from its founding to
today might be summarized as the fight between big banks and patriots. The
US Founding Fathers understood the threat banks posed to the nation. We
forget that at our peril now.
Treasury Secretary Alexander Hamilton proposed in 1790 to incorporate a
Bank of the United States modeled on the Bank of England. Thomas
Jefferson was the third US president from 1801 to 1809. The Forbes article
Thomas Jefferson Warned The Nation To Beware The Power Of The Banks
quotes Jefferson as saying, “I believe that banking institutions are more
dangerous to our liberties than standing armies,” Jefferson wrote. “If the
American people ever allow private banks to control the issue of their
currency, first by inflation, then by deflation, the banks and corporations that
will grow up around (these banks) will deprive the people of all property until
their children wake up homeless on the continent their fathers
conquered….The issuing power of currency shall be taken from the banks
and restored to the people, to whom it properly belongs.”

Banks caused 2008 housing crisis. COVID has put 30-40 million Americans
on verge of homelessness.
Andrew Jackson was the seventh US president from 1829 to 1837. The Bank
War was the name given to the campaign begun by Jackson in 1833 to

destroy the SECOND BANK OF THE UNITED STATES which was chartered in
1816 for 20 years. Jackson said to a delegation of bankers discussing the
recharter in 1832, “You are a den of vipers and thieves…. and by the eternal
God, I will rout you out.” Jackson vetoed the BANK RECHARTER BILL.
Jackson was overwhelmingly elected to a second term. The bank charter
expired in 1836.
The Meeting at Jekyll Island explains that a secret meeting of bankers in
1910 laid the foundations for the Federal Reserve System. In 1923, President
Woodrow Wilson signed the act which created the Federal Reserve System.
The name is a misnomer since the Fed is privately owned by banks. Wilson
later said: “I am a most unhappy man. I have unwittingly ruined my country. A
great industrial nation is controlled by its system of credit. Our system of
credit is concentrated. The growth of the nation, therefore, and all our
activities are in the hands of a few men. We have come to be one of the
worst ruled, one of the most completely controlled and dominated
Governments in the civilized world — no longer a Government by free
opinion, no longer a Government by conviction and the vote of the majority,
but a Government by the opinion and duress of a small group of dominant
men.”

JFK Removed Fed and Restored US Treasury
President John Kennedy served from 1961 until his assassination in 1963.
Kennedy restored the power of the US Treasury to issue the US currency
debt free as mandated by the US Constitution. So, he had removed the
power of the Fed to issue a credit-based currency that can never be repaid
by individuals or the nation. On June 4, 1963, JFK signed Executive Order
11110 to strip the Fed of its power to lend money to the US government at
interest. The Order returned to the US Treasury Department the
Constitutional power to issue US currency debt free.
The Executive Order gave the US the ability to, once again, create its own

money backed by silver. However, just five months after Kennedy was
assassinated, the Series 1958 “Silver Certificates” were stopped. Perhaps
the assassination of JFK was, in part, a warning to future presidents not to
interfere with the private Federal Reserve’s control over the creation of
America’s money.

One of the stated purposes of the Fed was stabilization of the dollar.
Controlled Demolition of the American Empire documents the decline of
America from the establishment of the Fed to 9/11 and the COVID policies.

Power Shift From People/Nations to
Corporations/Globalists
An understanding of the radical Power Shift that began in the 20th century,
accelerated in the 21st, and went into overdrive with the COVID polices is
essential now. It is a Power Shift from the people, nations, and constitutional
government to global corporations and unelected global bureaucrats who
serve only the profit motives of corporations and ignore the rights and needs
of humanity. Most people don’t realize that COVID polices allowed a few
unelected technocrats to, in effect, conquer every nation.
The Power Shift from people to global technocrats can be traced, in part, to
these steps:
1. Federal Reserve: The creation of the Federal Reserve empowered big
banks which created booms and busts to transfer wealth from the
masses to the 1%. The Depression in the 20th century, the Dot Com
Crash in 2001, and the Housing Crisis in 2008 are examples. The
interests of the nation were second to the greed of big banks.
2. Rockefellers: The Rockefeller oil and banking family took over the
American medical system, driving out holistic medicine to allow Big
Pharma to profit from oil-based drugs and surgeries. It created think
tanks like the Council on Foreign Relations that control presidential
policies, multi-national organizations like the United Nations, World
Health Organization, and the Trilateral Commission that dictate global
policies. It introduced GMO foods through Monsanto which has
undermined the health of the nation, dramatically increasing
autoimmune diseases. It made the interests of America second to those
of Big Pharma, Big Agra, and world organizations.
3. Computerization and Globalization: Bill Clinton was president of the
US from 1993-2001. When he signed the North American Free Trade
Agreement (NAFTA), that ushered in the era of globalization in which
America’s manufacturing base was transferred to China. That’s why

almost everything in America now says “Made in China” when it used to
say “Made in USA”. Because Indian programmers would work for less,
American banks allowed them to take over programming jobs — driving
Americans out of 6-figure jobs. Under globalization, nations serve only
corporations rather than their people. America went from democracy to
corporatocracy. “Demos” is the Greek word for “people”.
4. Automation and Artificial Intelligence: Automation is eliminating
whole classes of jobs. Millions of jobs in the transportation industry in
the US will be affected by Tesla driverless cars and trucks. Electric cars
will put gas stations out of business. See The Great Transformation:
Robots Will Displace 20 Million Jobs By 2030, Meet “Digit,” A Humanoid
Robot Testing Package Delivery From Curb To Doorstep, and Artificial
intelligence and algorithms: pros and cons.
5. COVID Polices: The life-destroying, society-destroying, rightsdestroying, draconian, tyrannical, global COVID “health” polices make
NO sense in terms of combating a virus which the CDC says affects less
than 1% of the population and for which there are five proven
inexpensive treatments and cures. However, the destruction of lives the
policies are causing makes perfect sense in light of the fact that
corporations no longer need as many people.

Ten Steps to Tyranny: War on Humanity
In Naomi Wolf: We’ve Reached “Step Ten” of the 10 Steps to Fascism, Wolf
says:
“In 2008, I wrote a book, The End of America: Letter of Warning to a Young
Patriot. In it I warned, based on my study of closing democracies in 20th
century history, that America needed to beware of an all-too-possible slide
into totalitarianism. I warned that would-be tyrants, whether they are on the
left or the right, always use a map to close down democracies, and that they
always take the same ten steps.…

The new biofascism, very much driven by Big Tech leaders, is a war against
human beings and the qualities that make us human. Masks break human
beings’ ability to bond face to face and enjoy human contact, smiles and
jokes. Masks turn down the effectiveness of human “technology,”
essentially, by making it hard for us to “read” each other and to pick up
social cues.
Forbidding assembly keeps us from forming human alliances against these
monstrous interests…. Forcing kids to distance at school and wear masks
ensures a generation of Americans who don’t know how to form human
alliances, and who don’t trust their own human instincts. Those are
counterrevolutionary training techniques. Driving all learning
onto….distance-learning platforms ensures that kids do not know how to
behave in human space, space not mediated by technology.
Many COVID-19 policies seem designed to ensure that humans will
have….no way to feel comfortable simply gathering in a room, touching one
another as friends or allies, or joining together. Lastly, driving all human
interaction onto Zoom…. is not only a way to harvest all of our tech, business
secrets and IP, it is a way to ensure that intimacy and connection in the
future will be done online and that human face-to-face contact will be killed
off.”

Destruction of Rights and Nations / Genocide
The Declaration of Independence says, “We hold these truths to be selfevident: that all men were created equal and endowed by their Creator with
certain UNALIENABLE rights”. The Bill of Rights lists those rights. However, it
was quietly dismantled in the 21st century with these steps.
1. Patriot Act: President Bush issued the “Patriot Act” which erased the
Fourth Amendment
2. NDAA: President Obama eviscerated the Fifth and Sixth Amendments

with the NDAA
3. COVID: The COVID polices destroyed the First and Third Amendments
COVID policies block First Amendment rights of Freedom of Assembly and
Freedom of Religion. Big Tech has been blocking the First Amendment right
of Freedom of Speech by silencing voices that question COVID policies. Stop
Big Tech Censorship Now! shows that Amazon banned a book by Dr. Tom
Cowan Amazon also banned a book by Dr. Judy Mikovits about the dangers
of masks. YouTube has de-platformed countless alternative voices.
Facebook has cancelled accounts.
The alternative media has been creative in finding platforms that can’t be
blocked by Big Tech. Good alternative media sites like Natural Blaze, Activist
Post, Del Bigtree’s The Highwire, and James Corbett’s The Corbett Report
now serve the same purpose as The Voice of America served in the USSR.
Nations no longer respond to the needs or demands of the electorate.
Instead they answer exclusively to the needs of global corporations in the
merger of the state and corporations — which Mussolini defined as
“fascism”. COVID policies accelerated the Power Shift from people/nations to
corporations/ world organizations and technocrats. It’s as though every
nation was quietly conquered in 2020 by a foreign power — an “invisible
enemy”. Unelected, unappointed Bill Gates with no medical training but with
deep investments in vaccines somehow suddenly became in charge of
global healthcare.
The COVID polices have caused:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Loss of rights and freedoms worldwide
Loss of businesses and jobs resulting in massive unemployment
Destruction of restaurants and the food supply chain
Destruction of the travel industry — hotels, air and train travel, etc.
Increased suicides in youth and increased deaths in nursing homes
Inability to pay rent or mortgages for over 40 million Americans

7. COVID vaccines: Will COVID Vaccine Cause A Global Holocaust? shows
that Dr. Judy Mikovits and Dr. Sherrie Tenpenny warn that the COVID
vaccines could kill 50 million Americans!
Is the hidden purpose of the COVID policies the elimination of vast numbers
of people because automation and robots are increasingly making people
unnecessary?
The Great Reset: Is Bill Gates TOO Powerful?
One Planet, One Humanity vs The 1% by Dr. Vandana Shiva
In COVID-19, Dr. Shiva explains the devastating impact of the COVID policies
on India
The Great Reset: Bill Gates & Farming – WHAT’S GOING ON? : 85 million
jobs displaced by 2025!
Vandana Shiva Calls War On Bill Gates said in 2015 the global economy will
have 3% space for people!

Growing Steps Toward Genocide
In Episode 379 – Navigating the Dim Age with Vin Armani, Armani explains
that The Dim Age is an age of magical technology. He contrasts our world
with that of the Amish who understand their technology. Armani shows the
connections between the COVID policies, the Salem Witch Trials, and Nazi
Germany. He points out that genocide is the norm throughout history.
Armani explains that censorship by Big Tech and Central Bank Digital
Currencies are ominous steps in that direction. He says this is why Bitcoin is
key as is a community of like-minded people who are taking steps now to
become more self-sufficient. Armani explains that the community you form
now will be your Ark during the coming Flood.
In Vin Armani On NFTs, Crypto, and Living Life as a Nomad Entrepreneur in
Search of Freedom, Armani says he left California in April 2020 to escape the
tyranny of Governor Gavin Newsom during COVID. He explains that Twitter’s

banning of ex-President Trump is the equivalent of the USSR silencing
people by sending them to gulags — removing their voices from the public
square.
In the 2021 video Cancel Culture is a Dress Rehearsal for Mass Murder,
Stefan Molyneux says that if people accept people being disappear from
social media, they will accept people being disappeared from the world! He
warns, “When Communists get into power, when Socialists get into power,
they kill us”. He explains that character assassination is a rehearsal. He says
we need to push back while it is still in the form of language.
In I’m Not Supposed To Talk About This, British author David Icke says the
goal of those in charge is the complete subjection and control 24/7 of the
entire global population to create a “Hunger Games” society. He says we
must stand up now to stop this tyranny. He adds, “The choices we make now
decide the fate of human society.”
See Icke’s March 2021 video It’s Coming! Are You Prepared?
In PREMEDITATED MASS MURDER OF OLD PEOPLE WORLDWIDE – DAVID
TALKS WITH REAL JOURNALIST JACQUI DEEVOY, Icke interviews a
journalist who reports that anyone in the British hospitals who is over the age
of 60 or who is physically or mentally disabled is being assigned a “Do Not
Resuscitate” order without consulting the person’s family and even against
the will of the family. That means if they stop breathing for any reason, no
attempt will be made to save them.

Holocaust Survivor: COVID Policies Similar to Nazi Policies
In Holocaust Survivor: I Saved my Own Life by being “Oppositional Defiant” –
Americans are not Rebelling Against Things that are Wrong!, Vera Sharav,
founder and president of The Alliance For Human Research Protection, tells
her powerful story and issues an urgent warning about COVID policies. She
says we are at a Crossroads in history now and people must speak up or the

world will become like Nazi Germany.
In Vera Sharav Holocaust Survivor: America is at a Crossroads – Defy
Authority or Become Like Nazi Germany, Vera explains that eugenics was
exported from the United States to Nazi Germany and was never
abandoned. It just got its name changed – like “Population Control”. The
attack on the elderly in nursing homes now is part of the Eugenics way of
looking at the world. Vera explains that the Nazis had a similar rationale.
“They wanted to get rid of people they called ‘worthless eaters;”.
Vera says most people go along without question because totalitarian
regimes — whether in Nazi Germany, the Soviet Union, or Communist China
— use constant fear of the “enemy” to control people. Today, we are told we
are fighting an “invisible enemy”. Surveillance is another component of
totalitarian regimes. Vaccine Passports are part of surveillance.
Vera points out that the vast majority of Germans just followed orders
without question. She says that when people do that, they become robots.
Vera says independent thinking and defiance of harmful policies is very
much needed now because many adults are not rebelling against COVID
policies that are destroying lives and society.
When Vera was asked if it’s offensive to compare what happened under the
Nazis to what’s happening today, she said, “What’s offensive is what’s
happening in America today. That the Nazis were savages, we know…History
has told that story, but here no one is held accountable at all. In fact,
Governor Cuomo gave the nursing homes total immunity. It’s unheard of that
this should happen today in 2020.”

Massive Protests Continue Worldwide
Historic Protests Grow Against COVID Policies! shows that David Icke spoke
at the massive London protest on August 29. He began by saying “What a
joy it is to look out upon an island of sanity in a world of madness!” He said

they were gathered together because of a virus – but it isn’t COVID-19. It is
fascism! Icke said, “Humanity, get off your knees!” Robert Kennedy, Jr.
spoke at the German protest of over a million people — the largest crowd in
German history!

Massive Anti-Lockdown Protests Rage Worldwide reported on March 20 that
protests had even spread to Australia which has been under one of the most
draconian lockdowns for months. There were countless mass
demonstrations across Europe last year in opposition to the lockdowns,
masks, and COVID vaccine.

“Elected” Officials and Policy Makers Are Deaf, Dumb, and
Blind
Mass protests are intended to threaten the careers of elected officials if they
don’t follow the will of the people. However, politicians are no longer
responsive to the will of the people. They now answer only to corporations
and unelected bureaucrats like Bill Gates and those in the World Health
Organization.
President Biden, Prime Minister Justin Trudeau of Canada, Prime Minister
Boris Johnson of Britain, and multiple “leaders” of other nations are now
mouthing the “Build Back Better” slogan of the World Economic Forum as
though they each created that policy.
So, our “elected” leaders are deaf, dumb, and blind now to the will of the
people — no matter how many people demonstrate or how often. Mass
appeals by scientists and doctors equally fail to move government officials
and unelected globalist policy makers because the policies are not based on
science or the needs of the public.

This article offers no answers on how humanity can turn the tide now and
protect our rights, freedoms, incomes, and lives. It simply seeks to point out
that the old mechanisms of political power have undergone a radical shift
that many people are not taking into account. Our survival now depends on
understanding that shift and formulating more effective strategies.
Return To The Garden of EDEN Now shows that Vin Armani and Derrick
Broze recommend that people stop depending on the system, go off-grid,
and form a community of self-sufficient farmers.
Why The Back To Land Movement Is Growing! provides some guidance on
those steps.
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